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Streams and rivers this time of year are
thawing out in our northern hemisphere. Ice jams
are common but zephyrs of warm air soon melt
them, sending high water rushing to the sea.
Imagine our ancient relatives watching all this,
never suspecting that future generations would
see in the rushing water the power to turn massive
turbines that would generate electricity for cities
of people.
Power is like that--especially the Power that
works above and beyond our own human efforts.
It lies hidden in the very ordinariness of ordinary
things. We walked on common sand for centuries
before someone heated it and turned it into
extraordinary glass. The plant, Ficus elastica, was
just another tropical plant until the discovery that
it could be made into rubber. Although now made
synthetically, the tires of global trans-portation
once rested on an ordinary plant.
How much evidence do we need for the
connectedness of all things and for the Mind that
underlies that connectedness? Like our ancient
relatives, we live in the midst of ordinary things
that hold great power and blessings. The key to
releasing the power of those hidden blessings is a
listening, receptive mind. It is also the willingness
to shift our thought from its headlong rush down
old, familiar paths and turn it toward the unseen
Creator of the whole. Some call it prayer. Others
call it meditation. But when it happens, great
power is released. It happened for John Peterson,
M.D. Yesterday I sat across the examining room
from him, listening intently. I was there for a
checkup that turned out to be routine, so he took
time to talk. He told me a story about his work
and a moment that for ever changed him.
As a heart specialist, one of

the common procedures he performs is balloon
angioplasty. When a patient's artery is narrowed,
a tiny deflated balloon is passed through the
arterial system to the narrow point and then
inflated to open the artery. One day in the middle
of this procedure, the balloon stopped and could
not be advanced. He sought again and again to
complete the procedure, but to no avail.
With time running out and the patient's blood
pressure dropping, he was about to give up when
he did something that even surprised him. He
turned to the technician and said, "If you ever
believed in prayer, now is the time." For a
moment they were quiet. As he turned back to the
patient, the balloon suddenly slipped smoothly
into place and the procedure was successful. Said
Dr. Peterson, "I am convinced that something
powerful happened in that moment."
What a discovery! Like those past generations
who uncovered the power of the river, the secret
is to grasp the real potential of the mind. There
was One who understood its power. He said,
"Have faith in God," (Mk. 11:22). He assured us,
"Whatever you ask for in prayer, believe that you
have received it, and it will be yours" (Mk.
11:24).
Turning our thoughts to God does a new
thing. Through the one Mind that created the
whole we see everything in a new light. With
receptive prayer, the issue is not how few
resources there are, but how pervasive is the
spiritual Power present in us and before us.
Yesterday it was rivers and Ficus elastica,
today the human mind and our human
community. Tomorrow? Tomorrow even the
kingdom of God.
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Flocknotes Updates
First Unity has implemented our new Flocknote
program to keep you posted on upcoming events
via text or email. If you would like to receive
regular updates, please call the church office or
send an email to
firstunity@firstunitychurchstlouis.org.

Third Thursday Quilters
For information contact Jane
Vondruska (636 226-4562) or
Sandy Etheridge (314 309-8136).
Ladies’ Night Out: May 21 at
Mary Ann Rogers’ house,
6731 Pernod, 63139. An
appetizer or dessert will be
welcomed.
May 8: Nightingale by Kristen
Hannah
June 12: The Book of Joy: Lasting
Happiness in a Changing World by
Dali Lama and Desmond Tutu
July 10: Before We Were Yours by Lisa
Wingate
August 14: Origins by Dan Brown
Sept 11: Killer Of The Flower Moon by
David Grann
Oct 9: Kommandant's Girl by Pam Jenoff
Nov 13: A Higher Standard by Ann
Dunworthy
Dec 11: This Time Together by Carol
Burnett
eScrip News – Remember to use your
eScrip card at Schnuck’s. Go to
www.escrip.com, or look for the link on the
First Unity website to earn money for First
Unity as you shop. Thank you!
Youth Education
Calling all kids to join our
incredible Sunday School
Classes. Also we welcome
extra adult hands. If you
could help just one Sunday
a month, it would make a difference.
Stop by Our Lending Library
and check out an inspirational
title from among a wide
selection of books written by
some of Unity's greatest
authors.

Crochet/Knitting Group now meeting the
first & third Tuesday of each month,
11am-1pm. Bring your supplies and lunch.
Relax and enjoy some fun time together
creating projects for Newborns in Need. We
are also accepting crocheted or knitted
newborn items, yarn, & diapers.
Ukulele Concert & Dinner: May 3.
Tickets $15 for adults, $7 for children under
age of 10. Doors open at 5 p.m., dinner at
5:30 p.m., concert at 7:00 p.m. Menu mostaccioli, salad, & dessert.
Family Fun Night
Wednesday, May 23rd, 5:00 – 8:00
Green Park DQ Grill and Chill
6070 S. Lindbergh Blvd.
Choir rehearsals meet on Friday afternoons
at 4pm. Our rehearsals are open to everyone.
If you enjoy singing with others, we'd truly
love to have you in the choir!
Feed My People
Every year Feed My People
gives out produce seeds and
encourages their clients to
grow some of their own
food. All types of produce
seeds are appropriate, although tomato seeds
are especially popular. Because everyone can
use a little beauty in their lives, flower seeds
are also welcome. Food is, of course, always
useful and this month protein items will be
much appreciated.
www.feed-my-people.org
If you miss a Sunday lesson,
you can listen to it from our website:
www.firstunitychurchstlouis.org
Planned Giving involves donations planned
today which the church will receive at a later
date. One of the simplest and most popular
ways to make a gift to the church is through
your will. However there are many options
for planned giving such as: a charitable gift
of life insurance, stock, IRA accounts, and
real estate.
Planned gifts will help to build the
financial stability of our church. Such gifts
in the past have played a big role in the
financial success of First Unity. You can
contact the church office at 314-845-8540 for
further details and help in your planning.

Thanks, Mom!
At his graduation, a young man tasked with giving a
speech began reading from some notes. “I want to talk
about my mother and the wonderful influence she had on
my life,” he said. “She’s a shining example of
parenthood, and I love her more than words can ever do
justice.”
The graduate then paused, appeared to struggle a
moment and looked up at the audience with a
mischievous smile. “It’s really hard to read my mom’s
handwriting,” he said.

“My Mother’s Garden”
A mother is a gardener,
Planting the seeds
Of faith, truth and love
That develop into the fairest flowers
Of character, virtue and happiness
In the lives of her children.
—J. Harold Gwynne

I am what I am
I am not what I ought to be. I am not what I want to
be. I am not what I hope to be. But still, I am not what I
used to be. And by the grace of God, I am what I am.
-John Newton

Remember to Remember
One Memorial Day, some children were asked what
the holiday meant to them.
“That’s the day the swimming pool opens!” answered
one eager boy. What he didn’t realize or appreciate was
that he can freely go to the pool because more than one
million people have put their lives on the line to preserve
America’s democracy. Many of them have died so
citizens of other countries might also enjoy the
privileges of political, social and economic freedom.
Memorial Day is our opportunity to pause and
remember the sacrifices of many of America’s best
citizens. They made the supreme sacrifice on our behalf,
so please remember to honor these heroes on May 28.

Amazing human bodies
I have just come across some physiological facts.
They are given as being true of the average woman, but I
suppose that in general they will also be true of man.
The average woman owns 750 movable muscles, 500 of
which work in pairs. Her skin covers an area of 20
square feet. In any piece of her skin the size of a postage
stamp, there are four yards of nerves, a hundred sweat
glands, fifteen oil glands, a yard of blood vessels, and
three million assorted cells!’ When you think of that,
you can only say that in truth we are “fearfully and
wonderfully made” (Psalm 139:14, nrsv).
-William Barclay

The 10-foot rule
Some churches follow the 10foot rule: When anyone is within
10 feet of another person on church
grounds, he or she offers a warm
welcome and cheerful greeting.
This rule originated with Wal-Mart founder Sam
Walton, who encouraged store employees to look
customers in the eye, greet them and ask if they needed
help.
As an ambitious college student in Missouri, Walton
discovered that “one of the secrets to campus leadership
was the simplest thing of all: Speak to people coming
down the sidewalk before they speak to you.”
Walton used the person’s name if he knew it. “But
even if I didn’t, I would still speak to them,” he said.
“Before long, I probably knew more students than
anybody in the university, and they recognized me and
considered me their friend.”
No sincere welcome is unimportant, even if necessity
requires brevity.

“Quotable Quotes”
UNITY: Love is our God; Life is our religion; Humanity
is our church; Loving our neighbor as our self is our
joyful worship.
-J. Sig Paulson
We have to pray with our eyes on God, not on the
difficulties.
-Oswald Chambers
God knows how to relieve us and to heal us, when our
faith is centered within, and when we decide to accept it
and make use of His help.
-Myrtle Fillmore
Love and work are the cornerstones of our humanness.
-Sigmund Freud
Lots of people want to ride with you in the limo, but
what you want is someone who will take the bus with
you when the limo breaks down.
-Oprah Winfrey
The greatest nation in the world is imagination.
-J. Sig Paulson
The measure of achievement is not winning awards. It's
doing something that you appreciate, something you
believe is worthwhile. I think of my strawberry soufflé. I
did that at least twenty-eight times before I finally
conquered it.
-Julia Child

What is God?
By James Dillet Freeman
We use many terms when we speak of God.
God is Principle, we say. Or, God is Father. We
speak of the Christ. Or we say that God is incarnate in
Jesus Christ. We speak of Divine Mind as God. Or we
say that God’s name is Jehovah. God is the One; yet
we speak of the Trinity of God.
God does not change. God is eternally the same.
But the God-idea changes. The God-idea changes as
we human beings change. Your God-idea changes as
you change.
God is that which rules the world. What do you
believe rules your world? What do you trust in? What
do you depend on for your help?
You probably cannot give a simple answer. At
different times you have thought of God in different
ways, and all these different thoughts are mixed
together in your mind.
The truth about God is the highest kind of truth we
can know. It is a many-faceted truth, like a diamond.
Solid geometry does not make the truths of plane
geometry less true. It just adds another dimension to
the truth. So it is with God. New concepts of God do
not mean that older concepts are no longer true. They
are still true -- only they are not enough.
The earliest notion of what rules the world must
have been not so much a sense of God as a sense of
impersonal force, the presence of power, a pervading
influence.
God as Force
Certainly the first human beings lived in a world
ruled by force. The seasons rolled over them; winds
blew; rain and sun beat down; storms raged; beasts
and people attacked one another.
In such a world human beings needed courage;
they sensed God's presence most clearly in the hero.
To set force in motion, force is needed; so prayer
became a magic rite or spell. The magician did not ask
the gods for favors; he sought to compel the power
that rules the world.
To many of us, God is still force, largely. We
depend on force to achieve our ends.
And force is good, force is necessary. Without it
nothing gets done.
But force is not enough.
For one thing, we cannot set a force in motion
without setting an equal force in motion in the
opposite direction. This is Newton's Third Law of

Motion. The ancients called it the Law of the
Opposites. When we live on the level of force, we are
always setting into motion forces that are opposite to
what we want. For force is not good or evil. The fire
gives warmth, but also it burns; it works to create and
destroy.
To believe that the world is ruled by force is the
most primitive of all beliefs. It is the belief of brutes.
And human beings are not brutes. The belief in force
is not enough for human beings.
God may be thought of as force, but God is a force
that acts like a person. It was not long before human
beings began to personify the divine force.
God as Person
God never puts Himself out of reach. God is a
force to those who need to rely on force. God is a
person to those who need to depend on God as a
person. And probably all of us have times when we
long to know God as a person. Because we are
persons.
You are a person. Around you are persons. You
understand them. You feel that they understand you.
You know how to communicate with them. When you
call, they will hear and may respond.
It is hard not to imagine God like ourselves. We
want to make a statue or paint a picture of God. We
say, "God is," not, "It is." We say, "Our Father" -- or
even, "Our Mother" -- and immediately the
mysterious reality we are yearning to identify
ourselves with seems close and real.
When God is thought of as a person, God becomes
the king and ruler of heaven and Earth, to whom we
owe absolute obedience. God may incarnate as an
avatar or personal savior. Prayer becomes
supplication; we may think that if a personal God
desires, God may set aside the rules by which this
world is run; at least, we can plead with God to do this
for us.
But in most religions based on the idea that God is
a person, God usually has become not only a loving
Father but a stern judge. The world turns at God's will
-- God made it and God may destroy it. God demands
sacrifices, even of life, and God may punish
disobedience to God's will with harsh and everlasting
judgments.
To think of God as a person is good when it makes
us feel that we understand God. It is a step toward
God. But it is not enough.
God is not made in our image. We are made in
God's image. Between these two views there stretches
an infinity. Our aim must ultimately be not to see God
as a person but to see ourselves in our godlikeness.

God as Law
God may be thought of as a person, but God is a
person who acts like law.
Today most educated people believe that the
world is ruled by law. This is the age of science; as
scientific knowledge increases, we see that what we once
thought was ruled by force and chance is really ruled by
law.
Apollo, the willful and beautiful god, is metamorphosed into a glowing, incandescent globe nearly 93
million miles away; we put its energies to work for us.
Rain and drought are not the whim of Jupiter or Thor,
but the result of natural laws at work in the
atmosphere; we can predict the weather and one day
will control it. The tides are obedient not to Neptune,
but to the pull of gravity; we make our plans to
harness them. More and more we come to see that
even the behavior of living creatures and human
beings is subject to laws. These laws, too, we can
learn and use.
Religions that conceive of God as law often think
of themselves as sciences more than as religions. God
becomes impersonal Principle, and life is governed by
the law of cause and effect, of sowing and reaping.
Ignorance is at the root of human suffering;
knowledge will be humankind's salvation. Prayer
becomes affirmation -- not to change the divine
Principle but to change thinking so that the Truth of
God may be demonstrated. Such are the teachings of
the new metaphysical movements, and they grow in
influence as people come to feel that life is based on
law.
The oracles of this new age are the sage and the
scientist. The miracles are the miracles of law. And
what miracles law works-so many we no longer call
them miracles! We just accept the working of the law.
We touch a button and our house is instantly flooded
with warmth and light. We touch another button and
there
before our eyes is an event taking place thousands of
miles away. We fly through the air and rocket across
the heavens. We bring the dead to life and keep the
living from dying; in a generation we have doubled
the life span. And we are only at the beginning of the
Age of Law.
We have hardly begun to explore the laws of mindaction. When the science of mind is as advanced as
the material sciences, we shall see works beside which
the achievements of today -- the rockets, the atomic
power, the discoveries in medicine -- will seem
insignificant.

For the power in the atom is insignificant beside
the power in the mind. We cannot even envision what
we shall achieve as the science of human potential
unfolds, as we learn how to focus and direct the
powers of the mind. Here we stand only on the shore.
A few people have landed and come back and
reported. "There is an unknown world here!" they
exclaim, and bring back to us more dazzling tales of
treasures and marvels to be found in us than ever
Columbus or Ponce de Leon or Cortes brought back to
the rulers of Spain.
Yet even law is not enough. A world governed by
law, a world where we can always determine results if
we know causes, is not a free world. To be a
microcosm in the macrocosm of the world, to be a
pawn -- even of God -- is not enough. To have
meaning, we have to be free.
Those who think that the world is ruled by law
have won great triumphs-they have changed the lives
of all of us -- and they will win greater triumphs yet.
But law is incomplete. Though it illumines our minds,
it does not fire our hearts. To live we need more than
light, we need warmth.
God as Love
For God may be thought of as law, but God is a
law that acts like love.
When we look at the world, it is hard for most of
us to believe that Love made it. But the time will
come when it will be as natural for us to think that
Love made the world as it is now for us to think that
force and chance made it if we are atheists. Or that a
"super person" made it -- if we are fundamentalists.
Or that law made it -- if we are scientists.
We have emerged from the time when God seemed
most like force. We are emerging from the time when
God seems most like a person. We have entered the
time when God seems most like law. The time when
God seems most like love is still to come.
But it is coming. Here and there, now and then,
people appear who have outstripped the rest of us.
They are, as it were, mutations on the tree of life.
They show us what the human race is moving toward.
The God-idea as force produces the hero. The Godidea as a person produces the savior. The God-idea as
law produces the sage. The God-idea as love produces
the Christ, the innate divinity in all of us.
Only a few human beings have tried to live as if
God were love. But even though we do not yet live
this way ourselves, we sense that this is the way we
are intended to live.
Most of us have moments when we live by love.
For a moment we put off selfishness. For a moment

we are not concerned with getting, but with giving.
For a moment our thought is all for others. Such
moments may be moments of pain -- sometimes it
takes pain to push us beyond ourselves. We may be
reluctant; we may be frightened. Yet we sense that
somehow at such moments we have lived more
deeply, more intensely, more meaningfully than at any
other time in our lives.
For a moment we have entered into a new
dimension of life, living not as we live most of the
time, bounded by the horizons of self, but as we are
intended to live in a world where the horizons are of
love.
Most of us manage to love one or two-our spouses,
our children, our parents, our siblings, a friend-and
this little love makes the difference between bare
existence and life for us. If loving one or two makes
the difference between emptiness and purposeful life,
what would life be like if we could love a hundred -or a thousand -- or ten thousand -- or the whole human
race?
We see what such a life is like when we look
toward the Master Jesus whose life, whose death, and
whose life-after-death are the work of love. This is the
God of love, who loves us so much that He takes on
our humanness to help us put on His godliness. God
suffers our faults so that we may enjoy God's
perfection. God lets Himself endure the appearance of
death so that we may know the reality of life.
When we come to Him hungry for food, He breaks
the bread and fishes and feeds our bodies. When we
come to Him hungry for God, He breaks the bread of
Himself and feeds our spirits. When we bring Him our
sick and dead, He gives them life. When we bring
Him our sinners, God writes in the sands of life:
"Neither do I condemn you. Go your way, and from
now on do not sin again" On. 8:11).
He is the embodiment of divine force -- and in Him
we see that the force of God is the power of love that
heals and frees and supplies our needs. He is God as a
person, and in Him we see that the face and voice of
God are the face and the voice of love. We have only
to touch the hem of His garment and we are healed.
He is the fulfilling of the law, and in Him we see that
the law is fulfilled by love.
When we believe that God is Love, we love. That
is all. When we love, we give -- ourselves and all we
have.
We love those we love out of the joy of giving,
with no thought of return. We love them not because
they love us. We love them not because they are good.
We love them not because it is pleasant and easy to
love.

We stand by them in their pain. We stand by them
in their shame. We stand by them when they make
deep and hard demands on us.
And we are transformed!
We see the world with the eyes of love, and how
different life looks! We do not make demands for
ourselves, but upon ourselves. Love demands that we
rise to our highest potential; as we do, we live to our
highest potential. We may not find an easy life, but we
find a great life. As we give to our utmost, we live to
our utmost.
Live by Love
Why need I seek shelter when I have found Love?
May I not trust in Love to feed me and clothe me?
Will Love not keep my going out and my coming in?
May I not lay my head in the heart of Love and sleep?
This is the way Jesus lived. This is the way the
Christ in us bids us to live. To live by love is still too
hard for most of us, but the central figure of our faith
is this God-man who is Love. Today love is only the
leaven. But tomorrow it will be the whole loaf.
God may be thought of as force, but God is a force
that acts like a person.
God may be thought of as a person, but God is a
person that acts like law.
God may be thought of as law, but God is a law
that acts like love.
God may be thought of as love -- and beyond love?
Beyond love lies the infinite, range on range. But
now even the peaks of Love lie hidden in the mists.
For now it is enough to say, God is Love.
--Reprinted from the Unity book Of Time and
Eternity by James Dillet Freeman.
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Sun

Mon

Tue

1

Wed

2

Knitting/Crochet A.A. Men’s
Group, 11AM
Group, 10 AM

6

7

Sunday Services,
10:30 AM
Youth Ed,
10:30 AM

Thu

Fri

3

4
Choir
Rehearsal, 4PM

11

Divine Audacity
Class, 6:30 PM

C.A., 7PM

Ukulele Concert
& Mostaccioli
Dinner,
5:30 PM

8

9

10

Book Club, The
Nightingale, by
Kristen Hannah
at Bread Co. at
2PM

A.A. Men’s
Group, 10 AM

Sat

5

12

Choir
Rehearsal, 4PM

C.A., 7PM

Divine Audacity
Class, 6:30 PM

13

14

15

Mother’s Day

Prayer Chaplain
Meeting

Sunday Services,
10:30 AM
Youth Ed,
10:30 AM

16

17

18

Knitting/Crochet A.A. Men’s
Group, 11AM
Group, 10 AM

Third Thursday
Quilters, 10 AM

Choir
Rehearsal, 4PM

Divine Audacity
Class, 6:30 PM

Ukulele
Practice, 7PM

C.A., 7PM
Planning Mtg,
6PM
Board Mtg, 7PM

20

21

22

23

Sunday Services,
10:30 AM
Youth Ed,
10:30 AM

Ladies’ Night
Out, 5:30 PM at
Mary Ann
Rogers’, 6731
Pernod, 63139

Divine Audacity
Class, 6:30 PM

A.A. Men’s
Group, 10 AM

24

Sunday Services,
10:30 AM
Youth Ed,
10:30 AM

28

25
Choir
Rehearsal, 4PM

C.A., 7PM
Dairy Queen
Night, 5pm-8pm

27

19

29

30

31
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A.A. Men’s
Group, 10 AM

Ukulele
Practice, 7PM

Divine Audacity
Class, 6:30 PM

C.A., 7PM

26
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If you no longer wish to receive this
newsletter, check this box and mark
return to sender, or call the church office.

The light side – Fun St. Louis Facts
Jefferson Barracks, still open as a
reserve base, museums and park, is
the second largest military
cemetery in the U.S. and was the
site of one of the bloodiest battles
in the Civil War with 25,000
killed.
The world's first skyscraper, Louis
Sullivan's Wainwright Building,
was built in 1897 in St. Louis.
(Depends on what you call
a skyscraper.)
The nation's first interstate
highway was constructed here.
The Gateway Arch, at 630 feet, is
the nation's tallest man-made
monument.

Charles Lindbergh flew mail
routes into St. Louis and named his
plane "Spirit of St. Louis" to thank
the businessmen who provided
financial backing for his solo
Atlantic flight in 1927.

entertainers, including Josephine
Baker, Betty Grable, Vincent
Price, Buddy Ebsen, Redd Foxx,
Shelly Winters, Virginia Mayo,
Marsha Mason and many others
also called St. Louis home.

The 2nd professional fire
department in the USA was started
here in 1850. (Cincinnati started
the first 2 years prior).

The Mississippi River runs 2,350
miles from Lake Itasca in Minnesota
to the Gulf of Mexico. The word
"Mississippi" comes from the
Anishinabe people (Ojibwe Indians).
They called the river "Messipi" which
means "Big River." The U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers maintains a
navigation channel nine feet deep in
the center of the river.

General Grant and Robert E. Lee
both served as new West Point
officers at St Louis.
Famous contemporary actors
including John Goodman,
Kevin Kline, the Judds and Scott

Bakula were born in St. Louis.
Other famous actors and

